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Consumer dining habits are changing. The increasingly busy American lifestyle is transforming what—and how 

much—we eat at every occasion.  According to a 2018 report by Technomic, 32% of consumers skip or replace 

one meal per day with snacks.1  When they are not skipping meals altogether, US consumers are increasingly 

shifting to off-premises dining, led by convenience-minded millennials.2  Research reveals that millennials are 

three times as likely to order in than their parents.

Operators are seeing increased competition from meal delivery services, food subscription box services, and 

retailers offering prepared foods. 80% of consumers now purchase prepared foods from a grocery store, 

convenience store or other retail store at least once a month.3

To combat a growing competitive landscape and keep up with evolving diner preferences, modern QSR marketers 

are beefing up their arsenals with technology and data. 

 

High-quality location data helps marketers gain insight into consumers’ real world behavior to better understand 

their dining preferences and segment accordingly.  Location provides one of the strongest signals of intent, 

and location-based targeting strategies allow you to reach the right people at the right time and place.  Store 

visitation data is also the most reliable means to measure the effectiveness of your marketing in an industry 

where cash is still king. 

This guide will outline how Factual’s high-quality location data can help you:

• Gain Market Insights

• Reach Restaurant Diners

• Measure Campaign Success

• Improve Your Consumer Apps

Introduction

1 2018 Snacking Occasion Consumer Trend Report, Technomic
2 Forbes.com, “Millennials Are Ordering More Food Delivery, But Are They Killing The Kitchen, Too?”, Jun 26, 2018
3 2017 Retailer Meal Solutions Consumer Trend Report, Technomic

32% of consumers skip or 
replace one meal per day 
with snacks

Millennials are 3x as likely 
to order in than their parents3X32%

Operators face new competition from services:

80% of consumers purchase 
prepared foods from a grocery 
store, convenience store or other 
retail store at least once a month

80%

Location Data Use Cases

https://www.technomic.com/available-studies/consumer-trend-reports/snacking-occasion
https://www.technomic.com/available-studies/consumer-trend-reports/retailer-meal-solutions
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Gain Market Insights
According to a Media Insights Manager at a leading QSR brand, “The secret to success is understanding 
what makes your fans tick and using these insights to create meaningful connections.” This requires 
comprehensive, quality data. 

QSR professionals have some data sources available to inform their marketing decisions, such as 
purchase data, campaign performance metrics, and reported revenue. But for the modern QSR brand, 
these are not enough.  To succeed in today’s competitive landscape, you need audience context and 
competitive benchmarking to answer questions such as: 

• What is your customer’s journey?  Where do they visit before and after your restaurants?
• Where do your customers go when they’re not at your stores?  What types of places do they 

frequent?
• How do loyal customers differ from lapsed customers? 
• How do your customers compare to those of your top competitors? 
• Do your customers and your competitors’ customers overlap?  Where are market gaps?
• Which target audiences represent a good marketing opportunity?

Robust real-world data can help you see beyond your stores to gain a better understanding of prospective 
customers and identify new, high-value target audiences.  

Insights
Factual Insights empowers brands and agencies with real-world 

understanding of their customers, competitors, and business health, 

so they can improve campaign strategy and design.
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EXAMPLE USE CASE: QSR INSIGHTS 
 
CHALLENGE:

Karen, the marketing director at a leading QSR chain, was struggling to understand recent declines in 

breakfast revenue growth in California. Karen partnered with Factual to understand why.

SOLUTION:

First, Karen evaluated foot traffic trends with Insights, 

and uncovered that she was losing market share to a 

competitor that had recently launched in the region 

— with an aggressive marketing campaign promoting 

smoothies as breakfast replacement. 

Next, Karen wanted to understand more about the 

people who dine at the competitive chain but not 

her own. Customer journey analysis revealed that 

consumers often stopped by the competitive chain 

after visiting a gym, and behavioral analysis showed 

they were more likely to visit budget-friendly gym 

chains.  

Finally, Karen developed a plan to recover her lost 

revenue.  She launched a highly-targeted marketing 

campaign promoting her brand’s healthy breakfast 

options to avid gymgoers in California during morning 

hours. She also negotiated a partnership with a 

leading discount gym chain, distributing coupons and 

samples to their members. 

As a result, Karen saw significant increases in 

morning restaurant visitation — which she was able 

to attribute to the new campaign using Factual’s 

Measurement solution.  Within a few months, Karen 

had regained her lost market share.
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After identifying your target audience and understanding what makes them tick, your next challenge is 
defining the perfect media strategy to reach and influence high-value consumer segments. 

Factual offers two types of location-based targeting solutions:  

A well-balanced media plan leverages both real-time targeting to drive immediate conversions and 
audience targeting to influence behavior over the long term.

Proximity Targeting Strategies
Decisions about where to eat are often made on the spur of the moment.  A recent study found that 
85% of U.S. diners make their meal choices on the same day, and QSR dining decisions are even more 
real-time.1 The following targeting strategies will help you influence last-minute dining decisions with 
precision and efficiency. 

TARGET NEARBY CONSUMERS 
Reach people within walking or driving distance of your restaurant locations in real time. Factual’s 

Proximity targeting solution allows you to define precise, custom geofences or polygons to target nearby 
consumers — with simple filters to automatically adjust geofence sizes for urban versus rural areas. 
Deliver tailored messaging, like limited time promotional offers or location-aware ad creative (including 
your store address or driving directions) to boost visit rate.

Reach Restaurant Diners

Audience

Proximity

Factual Audience helps you reach mobile device users based on their 

real world behavioral patterns

Factual Proximity enables real-time targeting based on where 

consumers are at the exact moment.

1 Acosta, The Why? Behind The Dine™, 2018

https://www.acosta.com/news/convenience-is-key-for-us-diners-according-to-acosta-and-technomic-s-the-why-behind-the-dinetm
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TARGET BY PLACE + TIME 
Combining real-time location-based targeting with time-
of-day and day-of-week filters can be a powerful way to 
influence the breakfast, lunch, dinner, or late-night crowds 
— and everyone in between.  For example, reach the growing 
majority of snackers with ads promting your small meals or 
meal-replacement drinks during off-hours.  

Align your messaging with consumers mindsets — which 
change throughout the day — to drive performance even 
more.

TARGET GUESTS AT YOUR RESTAURANTS  
RIGHT NOW  
Encourage upsell or cross-sell among customers at your 
brand locations in real time.  Deliver tailored messaging such as promotional offers for the purchase of 
multiple menu items.

For suburban locations, she 
created custom geofences 
targeting consumers within a 
short driving distance between 
9pm and 2am.

Stella created a custom 
Proximity geofence to target 
ads to consumers within 
walking distance of restaurant 
locations in urban areas 
between 9pm and 2am.

Stella also created custom 
polygon targeting segments 
to reach consumers inside 
her restaurant locations with 
“meal deals” upsell ads. 

Example Use Case: Influencing Last-Minute Dining Decisions

CHALLENGE:

Stella, a media strategist for a leading QSR brand, was tasked with increasing late-night restaurant 
sales.  Faced with a limited budget, she focused on precisely targeting the “lowest-hanging fruit”.

SOLUTION:
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ACTIVITY OR USER JOURNEY TARGETING

Reach consumers in the midst of activities that require quick 
meals or that work up an appetite. 

• Target gyms and fitness centers with ads promoting 
filling meal deals.

• Target fairs and other venues off the beaten path. 

• Target stadium and arena visitors to reach hungry 
crowds seeking budget-friendly, post-event dining 
options.  

• Target roadtrippers. 

• Target movie theaters visitors to reach movie lovers 
seeking budget-friendly, post-cinema dining options.

 

COMPETITIVE CONQUESTING

Target QSR diners currently at your competitors’ locations.  
Deliver tailored messaging to convert these consumers to 
your brand on their next QSR visit, such as ads highlighting 
your brand differentiators or limited time promotional offers.

Factual Location Data Insights:

Factual’s data shows that 
QSR visitors are more 
likely to visit stadiums and 
arenas.

Factual’s data shows that 
QSR visitors are more 
likely to visit rest areas.

Factual’s user journey data 
shows that consumers are 
more likely to visit movie 
theater chains before 
visiting QSR locations. 

“We A/B test different types of data providers quarterly, 
starting with other types of programmatic buys and then more 
specifically for location data... location-based targeting with 
Factual data showed better KPI results than our other location 
partner and that’s how we settled on Factual.”

– Client Success Manager, 

Global Media Agency, Forrester Total Economic Impact Study

Real-time targeting can also help you reach consumers based on current behavior and mindset.  Reach 
consumers likely to be thinking about dining. 

https://www.factual.com/roi/
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Audience Targeting Strategies

LIFESTAGE TARGETING

Whether you’re targeting young millennial families, 
college students, or retirees, location data can help.  
Factual’s ready-to-use audience segments make it easy 
to target consumer segments with one click. 

Popular lifestage targets for QSR include: College-Bound 
Students, Millennials, Young Professionals, Gen Z, 
Retirees, and Families with Young Kids.

TARGET BY TASTE OR FOOD PREFERENCES

QSR customers comprise health-minded diners, 
late-night indulgers, and everything in between. Use 
Factual’s audience segments to target consumers by 
taste preference.

1 2018 Acosta and Technomic’s The Why? Behind The Dine™

Taste-Based Factual Audiences Include:

Fast Food 
Diners

Seafood 
Lovers

Brunch 
Enthusiast

Health-Conscious 
Eaters

Taco 
Lovers

Sandwich & 
Sub Lovers

Vegans & 
Vegetarians

Juice & Smoothie 
Lovers

Soup & Salad 
Lovers

QSR Breakfast 
Diners

Fast Casual 
Diners

Burgers & 
Fries Lovers

Burger 
Lovers Dieters

Chicken & Wings 
(or Fried Chicken) 
Lovers

Pizza 
Lovers

Paleo / 
Meat Lovers

Ice Cream 
Lovers

The way people behave in the real world can be the most powerful signal for understanding who they are 
and what they want.  The following tactics will help you harness the power of location data to reach the 
right consumers. 

Did You Know?

Families with kids spend more 
than twice as much eating out 
than those without kids.1

 
Fast food restaurants are 
families’ most frequent dining 
destinations.1

 
Almost 30% of diners with 
kids connect to Wi-Fi on their 
personal mobile device while 
dining out.1
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TARGET LOYAL CUSTOMERS 
Reach customers who 
frequently visit your 
restaurant locations 
to reinforce existing 
purchasing habits or 
incentivize loyal fans to try 
something new.  Deliver 
tailored messaging to 
encourage repeat visits, 
such as exclusive offers 
or tailored messaging 
that acknowledges the 
customer’s brand loyalty.

TARGET LAPSED CUSTOMERS 
Reach customers who have visited your brand 
locations in the past but have not visited recently.

Deliver tailored messaging to encourage a return 
visit, such as limited time promotional offers, 
or tailored messaging that acknowledges the 
customer’s previous visitation.

Example Use Case: Audience Targeting

CHALLENGE:

Bob, the marketing manager at a leading QSR 
brand, wanted to promote his new line of fish-
flavored wasabi burgers. Bob wanted a targeting 
strategy that would help him stand out from the 
QSR ad clutter. 

SOLUTION:

1) Bob worked with Factual’s location strategy 
team to design creative, custom audience 
segments including:

• consumers who frequently visit both burger 
joints and sushi restaurants.  

• burger enthusiasts who have recently 
traveled to Japan.  

• a custom audience of “adventurous eaters” 
which targeted consumers who visit 
food trucks and several different types of 
international cuisine

2) Understanding that Gen Z consumers have 
audacious palates, Bob also layered demographic 
targeting to reach younger diners.

3) Finally, Bob targeted his most loyal customers 
— those who visit his restaurant locations multiple 
times per week.

“On our latest campaign for a national fast food chain, we’ve

heard from the activation team that with Factual, we’re killing it.”

– Media Planning Supervisor,  

Forrester Total Economic Impact Study, Forrester Total Economic Impact Study

https://www.factual.com/roi/
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Popular Event Audiences for QSR:

Live Music Fans & 
Concert-goers

Live Sports 
Fan

NFL Enthusiasts 
(Pro Football Fan)

College Football 
Enthusiasts

NBA 
Enthusiasts

College Basketball 
Enthusiasts

MLB 
Enthusiasts

NBA Finals 
Viewers 

Soccer 
Enthusiasts 

World Cup 
Watchers

Golf 
Enthusiasts

NHL 
Enthusiasts

Factual Location Insight:

QSR visitors are 
more likely to be NFL 
Enthusiasts.

COMPETITIVE CONQUESTING

Target frequent QSR diners — or consumers who have recently visited your 
competitors’ locations — who have not visited your restaurants recently.  Deliver 
tailored messaging to convert these consumers to your brand.

TARGET CONSUMERS WHO LIVE OR WORK NEAR  
YOUR LOCATIONS 

Most folks are looking for good eats close to home or work. Reach customers 
who live or work within a specified distance (e.g., driving distance or walking 
distance) of your locations.  Factual’s Audience solution provides simple filters to 
automatically adjust targeting distance for urban versus rural areas. 

Deliver tailored messaging to increase response, such as custom promotional 
offers that feature the nearest restaurant address. For workplace targeting, 
restrict your media buy to work hours.

EVENT TARGETING

Create unique branding opportunities by 
aligning with places or events that are popular 
among your target audiences.  Or target visitors 
to events that you sponsor to improve message 
association and boost consideration through 
increased frequency. 

Deliver tailored, highly-relevant messaging 
that’s sure to capture your target’s attention.
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DESIGN HIGHLY-CUSTOMIZED 
AUDIENCES  
Factual makes it easy to create precise, custom 
audience segments perfectly suited to your 
campaign needs. 

Start by selecting consumers who visit one or 
more of Factual’s place categories or branded 
chains.  Further refine by recency or frequency 
of visitation, demographic characteristics, home 
geography, and more.

EXPAND YOUR REACH WITH FACTUAL’S 
REACH MULTIPLIER  
Multiply the scale of small, precise audiences 
without sacrificing the quality of your target 
audience.  Factual’s Reach Multiplier tool makes it 
easy to expand your reach with one click.

IMPROVE REACH & EFFECTIVENESS 
WITH CROSS-DEVICE TARGETING 
The average U.S. consumer owns 3.6 internet-
connected devices, and they switch from device to 
device throughout the day.1  Targeting consumers 
across devices keeps your brand top-of-mind and 
improves message association and recall. 

Factual’s location-based audiences can be 
targeted across devices, including desktop, mobile 
web, tablet, connected TV, audio, and more.

Example Use Case: Linear TV Targeting

CHALLENGE:

A popular QSR brand spends the majority of their 
ad dollars on TV.  Dylan, an agency integrated 
media supervisor, hoped to merge the power of 
precise, location-based targeting with the scale 
and premium context of TV — to increase the 
effectiveness of their TV campaigns.

SOLUTION:

Working with Factual, Dylan created custom 
audience segments including:

• Customers who visited the brand’s locations 
within the last 6 months, 

• Customers who visited the brand’s top five 
competitors within the last 6 months. 

Leveraging Factual’s integration with LiveRampTM, 
Dylan was able to target brand’s Viacom linear TV 
ad buys to these custom audiences — enabling 
advanced, data-driven TV buying at scale.

1 Why Marketers Should Embrace Cross-Device Marketing Strategy, Business 2 Community, June 2017
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QSR Media Planning Checklist
Use the following checklist to help you brainstorm innovative and effective targeting tactics.

Are you targeting consumers within walking 
or driving distance of your restaurants to drive 
them into your stores? Are you adjusting your 
targeting to consider urban versus rural areas? 

80% of consumers snack in-between meals 
at least once a day.  Are you targeting this 
growing majority with ads promoting small, 
snackable meals or meal-replacement drinks 
during off-hours?

Are you targeting guests currently at your 
restaurants to encourage upsell or cross-sell?

Are you targeting consumers in the midst of 
activities that work up an appetite or demand 
quick meals (like gym-goers or roadtrippers), in 
real-time? 

Are you conquesting consumers currently at 
your competitors’ locations?

Are you targeting key consumer lifestages, like 
young millennial families, college students, or 
retirees?

Are you targeting QSR customers by taste 
preference, such as health-minded diners or 
late-night indulgers? 

Are you targeting your most loyal customers 
to reinforce existing purchasing habits or 
incentivize loyal fans to try something new?

Are you targeting lapsed customers who have 
visited your brand locations in the past but 
have not visited recently,  to encourage a return 
visit?

Are you targeting visitors places or events that 
are popular among your target audiences, like 
NFL games?

Are you targeting visitors to events that you 
sponsor, to improve message association 
and boost consideration through increased 
frequency?

Are you targeting frequent QSR diners who 
have not visited your restaurants recently? 

Are you conquesting consumers who have 
recently visited your competitors’ locations, but 
not your own?

Are you targeting customers who live near your 
restaurant locations?

Are you targeting customers who work near 
your restaurant locations during work hours?

Are you targeting consumers across all their 
devices, to keep your brand top-of-mind and 
improve message association and recall?
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You’ve identified and segmented your target audience, defined the perfect media strategy, and executed 
flawlessly… Now how do you measure success?  Historically, marketers have had to rely on online 
behaviors to measure the success of their digital media campaigns — but online clicks and pageviews 
are an insufficient proxy for offline restaurant visits.  More recently, third-party purchase data derived 
from credit card usage has been offered as a tool for campaign measurement; however, this data cannot 
account for cash purchases.  Research shows that at least one-third of QSR customers prefer to pay in 
cash, and more than 50 percent of consumers prefer using cash for transactions less than $25.1  

In an industry where cash is still king, store visitation data is the most reliable means to measure the 
effectiveness of your digital marketing.  Factual’s campaign measurement solutions provide a neutral data 
layer for measurement to help link foot traffic to each impression served.

Measure Campaign Success

“With Factual, we’re seeing data every day.... 
Conversion and store visits information was flowing 
in daily… Whereas for competing data providers, 
campaign results were delivered weeks later.”

– Marketer, Forrester Total Economic Impact Study

Measurement 
Data

Measurement 
Intelligence

Factual Measurement Data helps marketers measure offline 

conversions by integrating in-store visitation data into 

measurement platforms.

Factual Measurement Intelligence helps marketers understand 

campaign performance and transform their performance metrics 

into actionable insights for campaigns.

1 QSR Magazine, How Restaurants Can Improve Their Cash Operations, June 2018

FACTUAL
MEASUREMENT INTELLIGENCE

FACTUAL
MEASUREMENT DATA

https://www.factual.com/roi/
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Example Use Case: Closed-Loop Measurement

CHALLENGE:

Josefina, an anaytics manager at a QSR restaurant struggled to quantify the effectiveness of 
her brand’s marketing efforts.  Previous efforts to attribute sales using third-party purchase-
based data providers failed, because 65% of sales for her restaurants are made in cash. 

SOLUTION:

Factual’s Measurement product provided a simple solution to prove campaign effectiveness 
regardless of payment method.  Factual’s deep integration with Google Campaign Manager 

provided a holistic, real-time view of restaurant foot traffic, so Josefina could optimize across 
her campaigns without altering her workflow.

“An agnostic approach… gave brands easy integration 
into most all DSPs and DMPS. Organizations found that 
they were able to glean insights much faster.  The lack 
of lock-in to specific media providers gave marketers 
the opportunity to assess quickly if they needed to 
switch on a tactical or strategic level…” 

– Forrester, Forrester Total Economic Impact Study

Factual’s partnerships with DSPs, DMPs, and campaign management solutions allow for easy 
measurement within your existing adtech tools, so you can take full advantage of your platform’s robust 
reporting capabilities and enjoy holistic measurement without disturbing your workflow. Through 
Factual’s partnerships with leading CTV, Addressable TV & OTT, and OOH media providers, QSR 
marketers can easily measure the effectiveness of both online and offline media buys.

Factual’s Measurement partners include:

https://www.factual.com/roi/
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Improve Your Consumer Apps
Consumers are using their smartphones to order food delivery more than ever before. A recent report 
by App Annie found that diners used mobile delivery apps 130% more in 2018 than in 2016, and global 
downloads of the top 5 food delivery apps grew by 115% during the same period.1

Leading QSR brands like McDonald’s, Burger King, Panera, Starbucks, and Chipotle have launched 
branded delivery apps to get in on the action. Unlike third party apps like DoorDash and Postmates, 
branded apps allow QSRs to maintain control of their brand experience — and their customer data. 
Branded apps help QSRs better service hungry consumers to drive traffic both online and in stores.  

Factual’s quality location data can help QSRs improve the consumer app experience. 

1 App Annie, State of Mobile Restaurants and Food Delivery 2019

Location 
Engine

Factual Location Engine enables mobile developers to easily incorporate 

location intelligence into apps to better understand users, build 

personalized interactions and increase user engagement.

Common use cases include:

• Send timely in-app push notifications.

• Deliver loyalty messaging via in-app push notification when a 
customer is at or near one of your restaurants.

• Deliver coupons via in-app messaging push notification when a 
consumer is at or near a competitor’s restaurant.

• Deliver tailored email.

• Trigger an email to customers that have been seen X times at one 
of your restaurants.

• Send an email to consumers that have been seen X times at a 
competitor’s restaurant.

• Enhance your customer segmentation with real-world behavior. 

• Segment customers based on their location history to better 
tailor future customer outreach.  For example, if a customer is 
frequently seen at gyms and health food stores, you might send 
them messages about your healthy menu items. 



HAVE QUESTIONS?
 Let our experts help.

 
Factual’s Location Strategy Team is always ready to help with planning 
and targeting recommendations at no additional cost.

What is the Location Strategy Team? 
The Location Strategy Team is a value-added resource for you. It’s a 
team of neutral, location experts whose job is to provide ideas and 
services to help you meet your campaign goals... all at no extra cost!

How does this work? 
Easily. Just shoot us a note!

Our common services include:

•  Strategic guidance for specific verticals, brands, or target audiences.

•  Targeting recommendations tailored to specific campaigns and KPIs.

•  Custom audience design and deployment.

Have questions? We have answers. 
Contact the Strategy Team at strategy@factual.com.

For more information, please visit www.factual.com | @Factual      © 2019 Factual Inc., All Rights Reserved. 

mailto:strategy@factual.com


ABOUT FACTUAL

Factual is the location data company the world’s most valuable brands and technology 

companies trust to understand and intelligently grow their businesses. Data is the currency 

for the new economy, and location data is driving smarter digital products, marketing and 

business decisions. Our world is now mobile, computing is everywhere, and the power of 

location data is changing everything — the way we get around, the way we interact with 

brands, the way we solve problems and the way we discover new services and access 

information. Location data is changing the way we experience the world. 

Factual provides product and engineering teams, marketers and data analysts access to the 

world’s most trusted, accurate and comprehensive data on places and people worldwide, 

transforming products, advertising and businesses with data that puts everything in context. 

Visit www.factual.com for more information
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